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Using 5 Tips for a Fast PC 

 

Thank you for downloading this book. We are proud of it and we are confident it will help you have a 

much more enjoyable PC experience. 

To begin, we want to share with you the background of the book and provide some brief information 

on PC issues so you can understand the operations you’ll be undertaking. 

If you have already read the book or simply want to take action immediately, feel free to jump to Tip 1 

to get started! 

 

Andy Thompson 
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Preface 

As the only “computer guy” known by my close circle of family and friends, I was often called to rescue 

a slow PC deemed to be “beyond hope”.  Despite my attempts to explain the difference between a 

computer technician and a software engineer, and me being the latter, the typical reply I got back 

was: “Well you work with computers? You must know some magic tricks to make my PC faster!”  Well, 

I am a nice guy and you can guess what happened next.  What made me feel better was that I wasn’t 

alone.  Yida Mao, our co-founder and Chief Product Officer, also shared the same experiences. 

We both realized that the source of the issue was twofold: lack of education in computer maintenance 

with the general public and fear of tackling something unknown that may result in irrevocable errors 

or disaster.  It’s similar to how most of us don’t know about auto repair and don’t want to make a bad 

situation worse by trying to fix something on our own.  

But really, are there “magic tricks” that can only be performed by “computer guys” to rescue a slow 

PC?  Some PC technicians will have you believing this in order to justify their $80/hour repair bills.  But 

the truth is: there are no magic tricks about PC optimization; the only difference is “know how” and 

“don’t know”.  Most all the tune up tasks I would perform were simple and easy to do and did not 

require a lot of technical ability.  If you know what these methods are and how you should apply 

them, you can not only take care of your own PC but you can also help others as well! 

A short time after our discussion, Yida and I decided to combine our efforts and write a book to help 

assist anybody in need of PC maintenance.  Our goal of writing this book is to provide knowledge of 

the essential tune up tasks that you can perform on your PC in the comfort of your home.  As a 

byproduct, we also want to help you overcome the fear of dealing with your computer, and instead, 

rediscover the joy of using your PC.  

At CompuClever, we have the benefit of interacting with tens of thousands of computer users and 

witnessing successes in achieving these goals.  We really understand how to make it work for you.  As 

a result, we designed this book to be easy to follow and with fast results.  Instead of dumping 

everything on you all at once, we will offer you tips that can choose to apply at your own pace.  We 

are confident that you will experience noticeable positive changes for your PC – we guarantee it! 

Here’s to a fast and more enjoyable PC! 

Andy Thompson 

Chief Technological Evangelist & Editor-in-Chief 
CompuClever, Inc. 
Victoria, BC 
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5 Tips for a Fast PC 

 

Welcome to the “5 Tips” eBook to get your PC in shape – like it was when you first began using it. Let's 

begin with a few quick answers to questions you might have. 

 

Who is CompuClever? 

Established in 2010, CompuClever Systems is a PC security and utility software company. CompuClever 

was founded with a single-minded devotion: to empower users to rediscover the joy of using their PC 

with effective yet easy-to-use solutions that remove the common frustrations of personal computing.  

Combining products and services, CompuClever brings security, privacy protection, enhanced 

performance, and stability to over six million people around the world.  CompuClever is a proud 

member of the Microsoft Partner Program and the Intel Developer Zone program.  

For more information visit us at: CompuClever.com. 

Who is this eBook for? 

This book is written for average PC users with no special computer training, who use their computer as 

a daily part of their life or work.  We at CompuClever Systems are in contact with many PC users who 

are frustrated with the slow responsiveness of their computer systems.  We work directly with users - 

many of whom do not have much PC experience.  We work with our customers to overcome issues 

and problems with performance to achieve what they come to expect from a normal functioning PC.  

What is the “5 Tips” program? 

Most computer users suffer ongoing slow PC performance caused by regular day-to-day use.  Each 

operating system has numerous tools and maintenance packages that can be hard to access and 

difficult to understand.  Sometimes, these aren't enough.  This is where CompuClever software and 

this eBook will save you time and effort.  With five straight forward tips you can get your PC in shape.  

This is just like a boot camp for your PC!  You can follow these easy, step-by-step procedures.  With 

each procedure you improve your PC and you get a bit more familiar with how the software works. 

http://www.compuclever.com/
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What software tools do I need? 

This eBook is intended for users of the CompuClever software: PC TuneUp Maestro and PC Clean 

Maestro. 

PC TuneUp Maestro is an all-purpose PC optimization and error fixing utility featuring most of the 

core tools that we will be using in this book.  PC TuneUp Maestro comes with a 7-day free trial, which 

gives you enough time to use it and see the results.  

PC Clean Maestro uninstalls unnecessary programs, removes junk files, and protects your privacy.  It 

also features a convenient web browser reset function which is essential and typically not included 

with most antivirus programs.  Most of PC Clean Maestro’s functions are free, especially those that we 

will be using in this book.  

CompuClever Power Suite is a software bundle created to let you conveniently install both PC TuneUp 

Maestro and PC Clean Maestro through a single installer. It is recommended that you download and 

install CompuClever Power Suite to get both applications.  

With these programs you will find many tools that are designed to improve PC health and promote 

optimal computer performance.  The best part of this book… you can perform all of the operations 

here using the software trial versions for free.  We purposely designed this book so that you are not 

obligated to acquire yet another software program without first being fully convinced that it works for 

you. 

Some of the tune-up tasks can be partially performed using the default tools built into Windows.  

However, we do not recommend them here for three specific reasons.  First, these tools are typically 

buried in various places of the Windows operating system and can be hard to find.  Instead, all tools 

used in this book are easily accessible through the main interface of two software programs.  Second, 

both PC TuneUp Maestro and PC Clean Maestro provide far more thorough and advanced 

optimization and cleaning functionality compared to the provided default tools.  And finally, if you 

master the principles of PC tune-up that we introduce here, you will be capable of identifying the right 

software tool for the right purpose, whether it’s free, paid, or built-in by Microsoft.  

What kind of technical skills do I need? 

No special skills required!  The fact that you are reading this eBook has proven you have the necessary 

PC skills to understand and perform the essential optimization tasks outlined in this book.  Remember 

that our very reason in writing this book is to help you understand and master PC optimization tasks 

that you can perform yourself with confidence.  Therefore, we promise you there will not be any 

rocket science featured in this book.  Although, we do expect your PC to seem as fast as a rocket after 

you complete the entire program! 

http://www.compuclever.com/products/pc-tuneup-maestro/
http://www.compuclever.com/products/pc-clean-maestro/
http://www.compuclever.com/products/pc-clean-maestro/
http://www.compuclever.com/products/power-suite/lp/download/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=5tips4fastpc
http://www.compuclever.com/products/power-suite/lp/download/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=5tips4fastpc
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What happens after trying the 5 tips? 

After performing these 5 tips you will see significant improvements in your PC’s performance.  

However, just as anyone requires a fitness plan to stay in shape, we know your PC can return to the 

same sluggish state just from regular day-to-day use.  This is why we promote ongoing health and 

maintenance.  You can continue to use the software when you want by going through the 5 Tips 

program when you feel your PC needs it.  Alternatively, you can choose to schedule some of the 

regular maintenance operations to get reminders so that CompuClever software gives you a head 

start. 

What doesn’t the book cover? 

This book doesn’t cover PC security or hardware issues.  More specifically, we expect that you have a 

fully updated security program that protects your PC from any sort of malware.  If you don’t have an 

active up-to-date subscription of an antivirus program, then you should pause and take care of that 

first.  Without proper security protection your PC can not only suffer from performance issues but also 

become a liability with respect to your personal identity and privacy. 

We encourage you to check out: CompuClever Antivirus PLUS; an innovative Internet security 

software featuring an antivirus engine that is trusted by over 500 million users around the world.  It 

provides total protection against any form of online threats without slowing down your PC. 

CompuClever Antivirus PLUS is certified by the prestigious VB100 antivirus testing lab with a full mark 

and a rating of “SOLID”. 

Secondly, this book doesn’t cover anything related to computer hardware failure, for instance, broken 

hard discs, defects with computer memory (Random Access Memory that is), or malfunctioning 

display cards.  Nevertheless, based on our experience, we often find that computer users abandon the 

hope of optimizing their PC long before their PC hardware has become defective. And even if there are 

issues with how your hardware is utilized by your system, there are still ways to analyze and even fix 

them before having to take your PC to a repair technician.  We will talk more about hardware issues in 

an upcoming section after we’ve completed the 5 Tips. 

Exercising the ghost in the machine 

“My PC is sluggish and slow!” 

Many of us know that our computers are doing something but we cannot see what it is exactly.  This 

makes it hard to know what needs to be done to keep it in good working order.  In many cases, people 

feel they need to be a computer expert or buy a new computer to get it working properly.  In most 

cases, you do not need to be an expert and you don’t have to buy a new computer.  Also… one time 

fixes are temporary.  What you really need is a simple and fast computer regime.   

http://www.compuclever.com/products/antivirus/
https://www.virusbulletin.com/testing/results/recent/vb100-antimalware/compuclever-avplus
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With the following 5 Tips program, you can learn what you need to speed up your system and keep it 

performing like new.  PC TuneUp Maestro has a number of tools that will help you make your 

computer run better and some of these can be used without even purchasing the software!   

How is the 5 Tips program arranged? 

Here's the boot camp line up: 

 Tip 1: Remove Clutter 

 Tip 2: Speed Up Hard Drives 

 Tip 3: Registry Clean, Defrag, & System Optimization 

 Tip 4: Speed Up Your Web Browser 

 Tip 5: Speed Up the Startup Time 

By the end of this book you will be experiencing PC performance and Internet speed improvements.  

Please keep in mind that CompuClever offers assistance for further PC improvements or for resolving a 

particular issue with your computer.  We want to help you.  Check out the Moving Forward section for 

tips above and beyond basic PC optimization.   
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Remove Clutter 

 

 

 

 

Objective: Get rid of the excess.  Cleaning your PC is a prerequisite of PC optimization. Clean all the 

garbage off your hard drive so you can make big speed improvements when performing Tip 2.  

Description:  Over time your applications run more slowly and your computer does not perform as 

fast as it used to.  You may be experiencing the effects of clutter; an excess of files on the computer.  

Files are left on your PC from multiple sources.  For example:  

 When installing programs there are certain files created and left on your system and they 

are no longer required. 

 When multiple files are cached from surfing the internet.  

 When deleting items from your computer and files are left behind. 

In some situations, files are read by the computer to start a program, load an email, or even when 

simply opening a folder.  The computer reads a file, sees that it does not need it, and goes to the next 

file.  Deleting files that are no longer needed will alleviate this delay and enable your computer to be 

more responsive. 

The Plan:  First things first, make sure you have installed the two recommended software programs 

through CompuClever Power Suite. We'll be using PC Clean Maestro.  This application has two 

functions we are interested in – both of which are free to use!  We are going to use the Uninstaller 

tool to remove unwanted software programs and identify and delete “junk” files. 

http://www.compuclever.com/products/antivirus/lp/download/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=5day2fitpc
http://www.compuclever.com/products/antivirus/lp/download/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=5day2fitpc
http://www.compuclever.com/products/pc-clean-maestro/
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Uninstall 

We will begin with remove rarely used or unwanted software programs from your PC.  

1. Open PC Clean Maestro, as seen here, and in the left menu panel, click Uninstaller.  PC Clean 

Maestro automatically identifies all the programs installed on your PC.  

 

 
 

2. Besides listing all installed applications, PC Clean Maestro conveniently categorizes them into 

different categories for ease of management: Recently Installed, Large Programs, and Rarely 

Used.  Examine the list and select any item by clicking on it or typing the name in the Search 

box. 

 

3. If you are confident that you no longer need the program, especially applications listed under 

the “Rarely Used” tab, click the Uninstall button in the right pane. 

 

4. If there are files or data left over not cleaned by the original uninstaller, PC Clean Maestro will 

remind you and help to clean them off your PC. 

  In some cases you can Repair or Change a program to fix it or to modify settings.  

Remove Junk 

Now that you have uninstalled unwanted or rarely used programs, it’s time to do a thorough sweep to 

remove junk files and data off your PC.  Here’s how: 
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1. Open PC Clean Maestro, as seen below, and in the left menu panel, click Clean.  Check only the 

Junk category (clear the Personal Security and Privacy categories). 

 

 

2. Click the Start button. When the scan is complete the Scan Summary is displayed as can be seen 

here. 
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3. Examine the results shown in the scan summary.  Click the Details link to the right of each 

category to view detailed items contained within.  Use the check boxes to clear any items you do 

not want to remove. 

4. Click the Clean button. 

  

Congratulations!  You have now completed Tip 1 and your PC has more free space. 
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Speed Up Hard Drives 

 

 

 

 

Objective:  To increase the efficiency of your hard drive by reorganizing how files are stored. 

Description: Disk fragmentation is a condition which occurs when files are stored in scattered sections 

throughout the disk.  This occurs as a result of frequently creating, deleting, and modifying files.  The 

operating system uses what free space is available including those areas of the disk that become 

available when items are moved or deleted.  When files do not fit exactly they are broken into pieces; 

into non-contiguous clusters.  Working with large files and numerous files can exacerbate this 

condition.  Over time even files that are stored in a contiguous fashion may become fragmented as 

some files are deleted or updates are made.  One of the negative results of this is performance 

degradation. 

The Plan:  Keeping files stored “together” will mean that once the required files are found an 

application can read them all at once rather than having to locate the pieces.  You’ll need to download 

PC TuneUp Maestro, which offers an advanced Disk Defrag tool.  We are going to go through a two 

part process: scan and then defrag.  In the Scan stage, PC TuneUp Maestro analyzes the disk to see if it 

needs to be defragmented and in the Defrag stage it reorganizes files for disks that are fragmented.   

What you need to know:  You need to do the following before we begin: 

Close Applications:  It is best to close down any programs that are running.  Software programs can be 

a challenge for Defrag tools as files are altered or created through regular program operations. 

Give it Time:  We recommend leaving the PC alone during the defrag process.  Not only will you 

experience poor system performance during this time (as your PC is engaged in reorganizing data), but 

the act of modifying files can be challenging for the defrag process as it has to deal with unexpected 

http://www.compuclever.com/products/pc-tuneup-maestro/
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file and data revisions.  It is best to shut down all running programs and run the Defrag tool in a “down 

time” such as late evening or at night.  There are two types of defrag: Quick and Full.  For first time use 

it is best to run the Full Defrag option as this is a more thorough process. 

NOTE: Your defragmentation may take some time, but it’s worth it! This is often one of the 

most critical steps to improving your PC performance.  

  3% free space is required.  While many Defrag tools require 15% free space, PC TuneUp 

Maestro can get the job done with a minimum of 3% free space.  This is why Tip 1 is so important.  You 

may need to free up space even if this means storing media files on an external hard drive. 

Once you are ready you can run the Defrag tool.  Here's how: 

1. Open PC TuneUp Maestro and in the left menu pane, click Optimize PC. 

 

 

2. Click the Disk Defrag option and select the volumes that you want to defrag as can be seen in 

the screen below.     
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 In most cases, there will only be one entry in the list of disks – Volume C.  If more than one is 

listed, select one or more volumes (you can defrag all volumes simultaneously). Also, please note: you 

don’t need to defrag Solid State Drives (SSD).  

 

3. Click the Start Scan button.  When the process is complete you will see something like this: 
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4. Examine the results.  The most important piece of information is the overall percentage of 

fragmentation.  If there are only a few percentages of fragmentation you can rest easy and 

run this process another time (in a few weeks for example).  If there is more fragmentation 

you need to continue to the next step.   

One other point to mention… you need to examine how much free space is available.  There is 

a column in the summary table that displays this as well.   If you have very little free space 

(less than 3%), you need to go back to Tip 1 or store data on an external drive. 

 

5. Click the down arrow next to the Defrag Now button.  As seen in the previous image, you can 

choose either a Quick or a Full defrag.  Here is some information to help you decide: 

 Quick Defrag:  You have the option of saving some time by performing a Quick Defrag – a 

good choice if there is a lot of available space, the percentage of fragmentation is low, and 

you do not have a lot of free “down” time and want to use your PC.  When performing a 

Quick Defrag, PC TuneUp Maestro does not re-allocate free space on the volume in order to 

defrag items.  The best example to visualize is having ten fragmented files and only three 

can be moved to areas where the free space already exists.  It would be like having a picture 

puzzle and only moving joined pieces to free space rather than shuffling empty space to 

create larger free space. 

 

 Full Defrag:  This option is more thorough and will take more time (up to a few hours even if 

you have never defragged your hard discs before).  When performing a Full Defrag, PC 

TuneUp Maestro will re-allocate free space on the volume to get the job done.  It would be 

like having a picture puzzle and efficiently organizing the free spaces so that all joined pieces 

can be moved to space that has been made available.  The time this process takes depends 

on many factors including how fragmented the files are, how large the files are, and the 

number of files.  Keep in mind, as mentioned above: it is best to leave your PC alone during 

this process.  You need to set aside some time for this to complete.  If you want to perform 

the Full Defrag another time then cancel the procedure and pick a time when you are away 

from the computer.  You can even use the Disk Defrag Schedule tool to automate this. 

That's it!  You have successfully completed Tip 2. 

  For more information on the Disk Defrag tool including how to set the Defrag Now default 

action and how to use the Disk Defrag Schedule tool, see the program help file or visit this page:  

http://www.compuclever.com/posts/how-to-defrag-your-hard-drives/  

  

http://www.compuclever.com/posts/how-to-defrag-your-hard-drives/
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Registry Clean, Defrag, 

& System 

Optimization 

 

 

Objective:  Your computer may still be slow and you’ve already defragged the hard drive.  So what is 

going on?  What else could be on the hard drive that would cause it to act like this?  A common 

answer would be the registry.  We want to clean up and optimize the registry to improve its 

performance.  Plus, we will fine tune settings related to both system and internet performance.  We 

have a BIG procedure ahead of us, so buckle up and let’s ride on! 

Description:  The Windows registry stores information about applications, file locations, application 

settings, and entries from program installations.  It acts like a big database on your computer.  It can 

also store outdated and empty entries that will slow down your computer as it reads through the 

registry.  Furthermore, Windows itself can impact the performance of your computer by how it is 

configured.  There are settings in Windows that can affect how much memory and CPU time it needs 

in order to perform tasks and these settings may not be configured at optimal levels. 

What you need to know:  PC TuneUp Maestro has four tools for addressing registry issues: 

 Registry Repair: scans and safely repairs system registry. 

 Registry Defrag: defrags and compacts system registry. 

 System TuneUp: optimizes system performance. 

 Internet TuneUp: optimizes Internet performance. 

Sounds complicated right?  Don’t worry!  Remember we promised you that we were going to show 

you how easy it is to perform PC optimization on your own?  We could have gone in length to explain 
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what each tool does and how you can use it.  But instead we have good news: PC TuneUp Maestro 

provides an automated workflow called Smart TuneUp to aggregate all four tools so that they can be 

executed in a streamlined manner.  All you have to do is just push a few buttons. 

In order to make the necessary changes when doing a Registry Defrag, you will need to restart 

your computer (as per directions below).  We recommend saving all data and closing all other 

applications before using this tool. 

The Plan:  Before we begin, make sure to close all your programs as you will need to restart your 

computer afterwards.  We’ll start with the Registry Repair and then use the Registry Defrag tool.  The 

total combined time to complete these two tasks will be about 20 minutes depending on the quantity 

and size of your registry files.   

Smart TuneUp 

 

1. Open PC TuneUp Maestro and in the left menu pane, click Smart TuneUp. 

 

2. Make sure to select all four TuneUp tools and click Start. 

 

3. PC TuneUp Maestro automatically scans for registry errors and when it is complete it will look 

something like this: 
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4. You can click on an individual category button in the left pane, as shown below, to examine 

the detailed scan results and you can choose to clear and select items to be ignored.   
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Here’s a tip: refer to the help file (click the F1 key), for advanced options.  We recommend that 

you accept all the items selected and have the program remove them.  You can feel assured that it is 

safe to do so as there is an automatic backup created when you fix the registry.  That way you can, if 

you need to, restore your system to how it was previously. 

5. Click the Fix Items button.  When you do, a backup is created and the items are removed.  You 

will see a screen with this message: 

 

6. If you are prompted to restart your PC, we encourage you to do it as soon as possible.  

 

Congratulations!  You just completed Tip 3 of optimizing your PC.  By now, you should feel noticeable 

difference in your PC’s performance.  But, keep in mind, there are still more tuneup “tricks” coming in 

the next two sections.  
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Speed Up Your Web 

Browser 

 

 

 

Objective:  To speed up the performance of your Internet 

Explorer (IE) browser.  If you use Chrome or Firefox, we will also point you to the right resource for 

browser tune up. 

Description:  So let’s assess where we are.  In the previous three procedures you have deleted the 

clutter from your computer, improved the efficiency and speed of your hard drive, and optimized the 

system registry.  How else can you improve performance?  With our next tip we are going to focus on 

your web browser and tune it to be in top shape so you will be surfing, instead of crawling, the web. 

The Plan:  There are two parts: 1) Use PC TuneUp Maestro to run IE without any add-on so that you 

can experience the fastest web browsing experience that your PC is allowed, and 2) Use PC TuneUp 

Maestro to repair any issues that can be slowing down your IE performance.  Before we begin, make 

sure to close all your programs as you will need to restart your computer after the first step.   

Reset Internet Explorer 

Over time and frequent use, Internet Explorer can accumulate extra “add-ons” and can experience 

changes that result in slow performance.   In some instances browser settings are adjusted by add-

ons, browser extensions, and toolbars without your knowledge or approval.  Most often these items 

come as part of a package when installing software – you begin installing a program and it includes 

browser add-ons that give you quick access to websites (via shortcuts) or additional functionality such 

as search fields. 

The result of unwanted add-ons can be slower times when opening IE, slow browsing speed, and 

unexpected behaviours such as crashes and program freezes.  Even worse, it is possible that these 
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additional items are malicious.  If so they function in such a way as to include links to sites that 

threaten the security of your online banking and financial information; they can lower your security 

settings making you vulnerable to further malicious attacks; and they can also result in annoying pop-

ups that you can’t stop from appearing.  All good indications that you need to reset your IE to its 

original “factory-installed” state. 

We are going to look at two IE Repair tools to address these issues.  Let’s begin. 

 

 

1. Open the PC TuneUp Maestro and click Fix & Clean in the left panel.  The window will appear 

as seen here:   

2. Click Internet Explorer Repair. 

3. We are going to now revert IE so that it runs a temporary Internet Explorer session without 

any add-ons, toolbars, ActiveX controls, or Browser Help Objects.  By doing so you can preview 

how IE performs with the new changes. 

Click the Launch button as seen below: 

 

  This is a temporary change.  You can now go online and see if your IE browser is more 

responsive and can view all available content on the targeted sites.  If you launch IE again, the browser 

will load as it was previously. 
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4. If after the previous step you want to make a permanent change, we recommend clicking the 

Reset button in the following IE Repair tool: 

 

The Results:  Your IE browser will be returned to the state it was when first installed with one 

important distinction – the add-ons are not deleted.  The makers of PC TuneUp Maestro recognize 

that add-ons can be useful when installed by a trustworthy software manufacturer.  The add-ons are 

not in fact deleted from your PC but have been disabled and are prevented from automatically being 

loaded when you start IE.  In this way, when an add-on is required, IE will explicitly request permission 

to load the add-on.  This is an opportunity for you to approve only those add-ons that are legitimate 

and necessary for your computing needs. 

Reset Chrome or Firefox 

Likewise, you can reset Chrome by following the online instruction provided by Google: 

Reset Chrome browser settings 

If you use Firefox as your default browser, check Mozilla Firefox’s online help: 

Reset Firefox – reset add-ons and settings 

 

That's it!  Congratulations on completing Tip 4.  

  

https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/3296214?hl=en
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/refresh-firefox-reset-add-ons-and-settings
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Speed up the Startup 

Time 

 

 

Objective:  To have you PC startup faster. 

Description:  When you first purchased your computer it didn’t take long to go from pressing the 

power button to being able to use the computer.  Now it takes much longer.  This has likely been a 

slow and gradual decline and it is difficult to know just what caused the change.  It is common for 

applications to add functions to your computer that run when starting your PC and stay active, but out 

of view, while you use the computer.  What you need to ask yourself is:  Do I really need to have these 

running automatically each time I start my computer?  When you start the computer, each of these 

programs takes time to load up and run making the wait longer. 

The Plan:  PC TuneUp Maestro’s StartUp Management tool lets you see what applications are running 

when you start your PC.  When the list is displayed you can review it and decide whether to enable or 

disable an item from opening at startup.   

Here’s a tip:  Time how long it takes the computer to start before making changes, and then 

again after you have disabled some items to measure how much improvement you get by disabling 

the unwanted items.   

If you discover something important is no longer available, you can always come back to this panel 

and enable the item once again.  Now that we have a better idea, let’s take a look at how to speed up 

the startup time. 

 

Here's How: 
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1. Open PC TuneUp Maestro and in the left menu pane, click Optimize PC. 

 

2. Click StartUp Management.  

3. Startup Management lists all applications that are set to run when Windows finishes booting. 

These applications are further categorized under four links: Startup Apps, System Processes, 

System Services, and Other Processes.  You can only alter the first category – Startup Apps – 

because the latter three are required by Windows itself.  Except for hardware drivers and 

assistance applications that your PC’s basic functions rely on, most of the applications that you 

see under “Startup Apps” are not necessary to run at Startup time.  Remember, you can 

always open a program when you actually need it; there’s no real need to have it open every 

time at startup. 

4. Review items in the list under the “Startup Apps”.  For any item in the list that is listed as 

“Enable”, you can choose to click the dropdown button and select Disable.   

5. When you are done, click the Main Menu button.  Restart the computer to see the changes. 

 

That's it!  You’ve just made your PC start faster.   

Congratulations!  You have now successfully completed all 5 Tips for a Fast PC. 
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Moving Forward: Rediscover the Joy of 

Computing  

At CompuClever Systems we believe that computer systems should make life easier and more 

enjoyable.  As an innovative software solution company, our goal is to help you rediscover the joy of 

using your PC by optimizing its performance and making it more secure.  You can make noticeable 

improvements to your PC performance by following the "5 Tips for a Fast PC" plan provided here.  We 

also understand that each PC is built, configured, and used differently to meet individual needs.  You 

may be encountering issues specific to your PC that continue to persist even after completing the tips 

offered here.  We want you to know that we can assist you in other ways as described in this section. 

What if my PC is still slow 

During our tenure at CompuClever we have gathered empirical evidence based on working directly 

with tens of thousands of PC users and have helped millions of people optimize their computer 

through our software solutions and services.  We are certain that the 5 Tips program is effective for 

the vast majority of PCs.  That said, there are many reasons why a PC is slow that are not covered 

above.  Everything has a reason and a potential cure, right?  When you first ran your PC, it must have 

performed well.  If we can discover the cause, then we will find the “cure” for slowness.   

Some of the typical reasons are: 

1. Your PC is infected by virus / malware.  We stated at the beginning of this book that we don’t 

cover the topic of PC security.  However, we must now emphasize that PC performance can be 

dramatically impacted by malware.  You should perform a complete virus scan of your PC using an 

accredited and updated antivirus program to ensure your PC is free from any and all viruses. 

 

2. Antivirus programs.   When it comes to dragging down the performance of your PC, it is quite 

possible your antivirus (AV) program could be the culprit.  Some AV programs brands are 

notorious for being PC resource guzzlers.  Here is a test you can perform to see if your antivirus 

software is slowing down your PC: 

1. Save all opened documents and close all applications. 

2. Disconnect your Internet; unplug the Ethernet cable or disable the wireless connection. 

3. Exit, disable, or turn off your existing antivirus program and wait for 5-10 min to let your 

PC settle down.  (Note:  This is just a temporary measure; you will turn it back on once the 

test is complete.) 

4. Now try to use the computer while it is still disconnected from the Internet and see if 

there is any difference in performance. 
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5. When you are done, reverse the steps by enabling the AV program and hooking up your 

Internet once again. 

If your PC is noticeably faster without the AV program running, then you have identified the 

problem.  Here at CompuClever we firmly believe that you don’t have to compromise the speed 

of your PC in exchange for security protection.  That’s the reason why we developed 

CompuClever Antivirus PLUS, an innovative security program that provides total protection 

against malware and online threats without slowing down your PC.  Learn more about 

CompuClever Antivirus PLUS.  

3. Your PC’s hard drive is almost full.  Like an overloaded car with an undersized engine, your PC 

isn’t going to be fast if it’s being pushed to the point of reaching its hardware limits.  An easy way 

of checking how much free space you still have on your hard drive is using the Disk Defrag tool 

introduced with Tip 2.  
 

 
 

It is recommended that you should have at least 25% free space left on your PC. Before you 

decide to move files to backup, replace your PC or upgrade its hardware, make sure you have 

thoroughly cleaned it to remove any unnecessary clutter. 

 

 

4. Your PC doesn’t have enough RAM (Random Access Memory). If we consider the CPU as the 

brainpower of a PC, your RAM can be considered the cardiovascular functions.  RAM stores and 

http://www.compuclever.com/products/antivirus/
http://www.compuclever.com/products/antivirus/
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pumps critical data. If you have a shortage of RAM, it will be outpaced by the demands of the 

system and eventually becomes a bottleneck. Before you decide to upgrade your RAM or your PC, 

we highly recommend checking out Windows’ ReadyBoost technology. ReadyBoost is a free, built-

in function available to Windows operating systems that only requires a USB memory stick.  It is 

easy to use and effectively works to expand your RAM capacity. Here at CompuClever, we actually 

applied the ReadyBoost trick to a handful of older PCs and managed to make them perform well 

above acceptable speed. 

 

For reasons beyond what is mentioned in this book so far, we recommend you seek professional help 

as described below. 

Customized PC optimization 

There are times when it is necessary to turn to the professionals to address your specific situation and 

PC concerns.  Based on your needs for PC speed and performance, we can help discover performance 

bottlenecks and tune your PC to reach its optimum speed.  Customized PC optimization is based on 

our understanding of the most frequently performed tasks on your PC and your system’s software 

configuration and settings.  By working with one of our professional PC Technical Support specialists, 

you can maximize your PC's computing power to reach its optimum potential. For more information, 

send your questions and request to support@compuclever.com. 

PC error troubleshooting 

Are you experiencing PC stability issues like system errors and application crashes or freezes?  We can 

help diagnose system or application errors and eliminate those annoying errors.  In fact, we have 

equipped PC TuneUp Maestro with an error analysis and reporting mechanism through which you can 

gather error-related information about your PC before you contact our support team.  PC TuneUp 

Maestro sends the error report along with your brief description of the error to our support team.  

One of our PC Support specialists will analyze the error report and then contact you and guide you 

through the process of fixing the error1. 

To access the PC Error Analysis feature go to the About page, click the “Get Product Support” button 

and then choose Submit PC Error Report option as seen here:   

                                                           

 

 

1 One-to-one remote support is accessible to registered users of CompuClever programs. 

http://www.compuclever.com/posts/readyboost/
mailto:support@compuclever.com
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You will be provided with an easy-to-follow wizard to assist you with the process. 

How to get help from us 

As a company we work hard to create programs that can efficiently get your computer in shape.  But 

this is not all we do.  We also work with you when the trouble is more than what is typically 

encountered.  Getting help is what we encourage our users to do.  Please don't be shy or hesitate to 

contact us.  We want to establish a relationship with you and by doing so we can continue to learn 

more so that we can offer products and services to meet the needs of all of our customers.  Our paid 

users receive Professional PC Support service.  Contact us for more information.   

Email:  To better serve you, we recommend that you give us a description of the issues you are facing 

including the following: 

 A description of your computer system including any relevant hardware or software (the 

operating system, type of Internet browser, online connection, etc.). 

 The events leading up to the problem. 

 Any attempts you have made to correct the issue. 

Send your email to: support@compuclever.com 

  In some cases you may be required to submit an Error log.  The CompuClever Support team will 

direct you to do so if that is the case.  Refer to the previous page regarding how to submit an error log. 

mailto:support@compuclever.com
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